The Educational Technologies Department, “EdTech” maintains the audio-visual equipment in HSC classrooms and lecture halls, which are equipped with either projector/screens or large, flat-panel TVs for computer presentations; larger classrooms have integrated sound systems. All spaces have full network and internet capabilities as well as wireless network access. If the standard set-up does not meet your needs, please contact EdTech and we will work with you to find a solution that meets your need.

**OUR SERVICES**

- AV help
- Room use training
- On-site, off-hours support
- Equipment loans
- Lecture capture
- Video recording special events
- Poster printing
- Special events live streaming
- Video conferencing assist
- Podcasting equipment
- Equipment for training in presentation skills
- New classroom technology
- Special projects

**REPORT ISSUES ASAP**

We depend on our users to report issues as they happen; this allows us to correct the situation as quickly as possible. Thank you!

---

**EdTech Update**

Fall 2019

---

**Digital Media Studio**

The Digital Media Studio includes a new and exciting Green Screen feature, which allows changing backgrounds into a virtual stage, a hospital setting, images of props or various sceneries. Let us help you create interactive lectures, short video clips for testimonials, call-to-action, for visualization of complex topics, inspirational videos or even TED-style talks.

**Podcasting**

Educational Technologies has set up a podcast cart which has primarily been used thus far for the medical student’s “Medicus” podcast. It is available for loan to anyone, and it allows for flexibility in number of guests and how they are recorded. Stop by SSOM 184 for a tutorial if you are interested in starting your own podcast or to see how it integrates with your recording software!

**Zoom Training**

Educational Technologies provides training sessions in using the university-licensed Zoom video conferencing system. You will learn how to setup basic online meetings and conferences, engaging webinars, and other features like content sharing, collaboration, chat, breakout rooms and workspaces, polling, recording and many others.

**Live Streaming Video**

Ed Tech has multi-camera equipment for streaming your events live to hundreds of online viewers, using their smartphone, laptop, tablet, desktop computer or digital screen. Ed Tech covered the SON Pinning Ceremony, SSOM Graduate Honors Ceremony, Match Day and streaming to overflow guests in another room/building.

**Poster Printing**

The new poster pickup location is now at SSOM Rm 184. We print large research posters and technical drawings for educational professional or personal use. Our charge is $1 per linear inch for matte and $1.30 per linear inch for glossy. Available paper rolls are 36” and 42”.